
Network meeting tracker, September 16, 2016 

WHO CAME ALONG: 17 people attended, from 14 organisations.  

 

INSIGHTS After welcome and introductions, we celebrated the achievement of funding for the next 18 months and shared a key insight or approach:  

 Appreciative enquiry and being strengths-based will set the right tone with families; 

 Focused and intentional practice can make a big difference fast - explicit teaching and mindful word selection are making a difference in ECE centres 

in Now We’re Talking  

 The importance (and the difference) when men promote playing and reading with children; 

 The need for TM to start small and be entrepreneurial; 

 It isn’t always easy to engage parents – they are often looking for time off when others come to work with their children. 

 Early learning is an array of fragmented businesses, not a sector 

 Teacher capability is a big issue 

o Many teachers have a limited understanding of good language and literacy development practice 

o User pays professional development is all that is available; poor quality centres don’t invest; poorly paid teachers have limited ability to pay 

for their own training – and can only attend outside centre hours. What can TM do to make more training available, free and accessible in a 

variety of forms? 

o Teachers are often key family contacts, 

so we need to make sure the community projects get 

them involved.   

o TM has to promote quality interaction 

and talk - it is not just volume of words: in Norway, 



100% of children’s work is play and 60% of play is expected to be outside  

 TM needs a template to record good practice at meetings and put up case studies on the website. Part of its value is to Shine the light on good 

practice:  

  

ACTION MAPPING – what is happening out there? 

We mapped the eco-system for Talking Matters right now.  There is more oral language activity than   was happening a year ago.    

The main areas of focus:  1) Teacher development: 2) Intentional action with families; 3) systems focused action and 4) planning for oral language action in 

the future.  

 







 
 

READING: a great way to grow vocabulary and thinking.  

Dave Tucker from Pt Chevalier Library talked about: 

 Dare to explore, summer reading programme now available in te Reo and for younger children.  



 Growing Readers  workshops for the parents of  0-3 year olds- being done in partnership with 

a home based provider and a Community trust for migrant families who are not traditional 

library users.  

 Developing play space in the library that is family friendly and encourages interaction. 

 A mobile bus, taking reading into the community.  

ACTION POINT How might we promote reading for 0-3 year olds this summer? 

 The group brainstormed ways to collaborate and actively focus on reading over this coming summer.   

We are going to develop this further at the November meeting, s so groups can promote summer reading 

in their own services and programmes.   

 

CAPS Extending conversations  

[can you take a screen shot of their website, showing the 8 categories.  

Success for little people has a great booklet of free no cost activities that any family could do at home. http://www.sflp.org.nz/   Margaret Campbell, from 

Success for Little People shared a prototype resource about extending conversations they are developing for parents and  home visitors. 

The resource showed  families how talking more, adding comments and gifting new words quickly grows the number of words a child hears. Margaret was 

delighted with the feedback. If other people are developing oral language resources for families with young children and want some feedback, Talking 

Matters network meeting would be a great place.   

 

CAPS Future network meetings: 

 Mid term, not in the last two weeks 

 Create a master calendar for the yea 

 ‘Show and tell’ sessions, so we hear what people are doing: 3 short sessions before morning tea, and connect in the break 

http://www.sflp.org.nz/


 Future  Topics:  

o link with poverty and health agendas. Transfer of oral language to literacy 

o Languages – working with bilingual families, Māori families, 
o Enviroschools who are working with a kaupapa Māori approach 

 

FYI here is a paper from the UK about the unrecognised link between low literacy and poverty..\..\KEY reports for reference\Lost_for_Words_-

_child_poverty_policy_paper 2013.pdf And another demonstrating how low vocabulary becomes a public health issue..\..\KEY reports for 

reference\Word_Health_v3 Public Health Issue.pdf 

 

 

 

 

NOTE: The advertised topic of Notice and Respond  is on hold until another meeting  
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